
The establishment of Khalifa Port 
Container Terminal (KPCT) as Abu 
Dhabi’s main container port and first 
semi-automated port in the region has 
been a success story for its operator, Abu 
Dhabi Terminals (ADT). What was the 
journey like that helped ADT become 
the third fastest growing terminal and 
one of the most productive automated 
terminals in the world? What are the 
plans for operational improvements, 
expansion and increased leve ls  of 
automation to promote further efficiency, 
sustainability and quality of service? 
What are the main principals driving 
automation?

As part of this journey, Navis played a 
role in providing concepts and solutions 
to support one of the main objectives 
of KPCT, and other automated mega-
terminals , to  rea l i se  an improved 
operational performance by utilising 
automation.

An automation journey
Since i ts  offic ia l  inaugurat ion on 
December 12, 2012, KPCT has grown 
to suppor t  the local  market  with 
approximately 20 weekly container line 
services that connect Kizad (Khalifa 
Industr ial  Zone Abu Dhabi), Abu 
Dhabi and the wider UAE with the 
world markets. KPCT utilises the latest 
technologies and has been designed to 
accommodate the largest container vessels 
in service. The initial throughput capacity 
of the terminal is 2.5 million TEU, with 
a master plan to handle up to 15 million 
TEU, as and when this is required by the 
market.

As one of the most technologically 
advanced container terminals in the 
region, ADT has had a stellar year so far, 
recording a 41% increase in volumes in 

the first 9 months of 2015, compared to 
the same period in 2014, with consistently 
higher container moves per hour and 
faster truck-turn-around times. This 
illustrates the value of a holistic waterside 
and landside effort to develop and 
improve terminal capabilities.

ADT’s operations team has consistently 
achieved 35 gross moves per hour 
(GMPH) as wel l  as recording the 
shortest truck turnaround time in the 
region (which currently stands at 12 to 
14 minutes). Recently, ADT set a new 
productivity record by handling 2,615 
moves in just under 13 hours on the 
9,365 TEU CMA CGM Thames which 
called at Khalifa Port in July, 2015.  An 
operational productivity metric and 
record of 206 berth moves per hour 
(BMPH) at an average of 46.38 GMPH 
was also achieved. This is the first 
time ADT has crossed the important 
benchmark of 200 berth moves per hour. 
Achieving and maintaining these high 
levels of productivity is one of the key 
value drivers for both the shipping lines 
and port operators in order to maximise 
ef f ic iencies  and increase  terminal 
throughput and capacity. 

Automation has played a key role 
in the journey to attain record setting 
productivity through an intense technical 
integration effort combined with the 
development of ADT’s operational 
capabilities. By fostering collaboration 
between different equipment and system 
providers, it has positioned KPCT as one 
of the best container terminals in the 
world in terms of efficiency and quality 
of service. 

The path to systematic operations
Automation attempts to introduce 

planning predictability, process control 
and operational excellence by managing 

the terminal as a holistic ‘system’, 
br inging the operation as c lose as 
possible to a ‘factory ’ environment in 
which operations are more predictable, 
while minimising the variability in 
processes.  

This is a challenging proposition in 
today’s environment for a few reasons: 
1. Operational execution outcome 

variability is vastly affected by vessel 
conditions, the vessel stowage plan, 
port equipment reliability and other 
human factors (such as crane rates, 
the difference between different 
vessels, or different quay crane 
operators) which are difficult to 
control

2. In f o r mat ion  ac cu r ac y :  c a rgo 
information infrastructure does 
not a lways accurately provide 
transparency and visibility for the 
different stakeholders and can 
contain insufficient and inaccurate 
information for critical container 
parameters such as weight (e.g. 
container stowage differences with 
BAPLIE files)

3. Planning changes and trade-offs: 
operations are a ‘live’ environment 
where there are constant changes 
in  both planning (e.g. vesse l 
schedule changes or the impact 
of vessel completion on ‘c lean’ 
yard organisation) and real-time 
operat ions (such as  rea l-t ime 
planning changes in order  to 
minimise a buffer’s workload)

The industry needs to have a system 
that holistically addresses opportunities 
and trade-offs across the different 
opera t iona l  a reas  and  ac ross  the 
different time horizons. Only a system 
that  inc ludes accurate and t imely 
information as well as holistic visibility 
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and traceability can effectively assess 
a solution for terminal operational 
management.

Navis’s aim is to produce a ‘master 
system’ from the N4 TOS that supports 
proactive and smartly driven container 
terminal operations and removes current 
limitations in terms of integration with 
other systems, information access and 
usability. 

Automation moving KPCT 
forward
It was certainly a journey for ADT 
to get where they are today in terms 
of automation, and they are already 
planning for the future. Medium and 
long term investment plans by ADT 
aim to establish the next levels of 
innovation; KPCT will focus their efforts 
on managing the entire operation as a 

‘system’; utilising equipment, software 
and people to improve operational 
performance even further.

In general, there are two main areas of 
automation focus for ADT: equipment 
and process automation. Equipment 
automation has three areas: automation 
of quay cranes, fully automated stacking 
cranes including truck loading and 
unloading and the automation of shuttle 
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carriers at waterside. At the moment 
ADT believes this offers the greatest 
potential benefit in terms of reduced 
maintenance of equipment, a safer work 
environment and consistent, reliable 
productivity. With process automation, 
ADT is looking to further optimise 
operations using in-house talent and, 
in cooperation with their providers, by 
improving ADT’s entire ecosystem.

ADT’s corporate philosophy is based 
on partnership, and the operator ensures 
that the customer experience within 
Khalifa Port is one of the best, not only 
for stevedoring activities but also for port-
centric logistics and warehousing services. 
ADT works very closely with a number of 
leading providers such as Navis to ensure 
it can provide the knowledge and most 
technically advanced solutions to their 
customers. ADT will no doubt expand and 
invest in more capabilities going forward. 

Beyond the holistic approach of 
managing container terminals as a 
‘system’, ADT and Navis have come 
together to forge some principles that 
could enable a ‘productivity quantum leap’ 
within automated container terminals:
1. In terms of the implementation 

effort to deal with the technical 
complexity (IT & EQ), operational 
teams need to stay focused on 
the critical areas to enable a more 
professional and agile approach 
for system integration and testing 
practices 

2. I n  t e r m s  o f  t e c h n i c a l 
i m p l e m e n t a t i on , c on s i s t e n c y 
and repeatability, the need for 
‘Automation Standards’ is clear. 
Equipment Control System (ECS) 
integration with TOS software, 
which  inc ludes  methodolog y, 
processes and tools to facilitate 
modular i ty  and f lexibi l i t y  for 
automated terminal is paramount

3. In terms of people, it is fundamental 
to develop operational and analytical 
capabilities as a core competency 
to  complement  technica l  and 
engineering knowledge. This is in 
order to better understand a whole 
terminal’s operational infrastructure 
and ecosystem

All these principles are critical in 
improving the way a terminal delivers 
operational efficiency. Automation is 
truly the future but the realisation of its 
full potential requires a concentration and 
focus on finding the meaningful impact 
on operations from technical, integration 
and organisational perspectives. The aim 
is to find practical and tangible results 
that reinforce confidence in the value of 
automation as a tool to ensure operational 
excellence and sustainability.
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About the organisation

Established in 2006, Abu Dhabi Terminals’ (ADT) core business is 
to operate and manage Khalifa Port Container Terminal (KPCT), 
which is the region’s first semi-automated and most technologically 
advanced container terminal. ADT’s port-centric supply chain and 
warehousing solutions offer an optimised approach for bringing 
trade partners and shipping lines closer to the markets they serve.

 Navis understands that as operational processes become more 
complex, efficiency, collaboration and productivity are essential. As 
a trusted technology partner, Navis offers the tools and personnel 
necessary to meet the requirements of a new, and ever-evolving, 
global supply chain. The Navis N4 terminal operating system is 
a platform that can integrate partner technologies, enabling 
terminals to optimise productivity and enhance the service 
delivered to its customers.
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http://www.adterminals.ae/ 
http://navis.com/ 
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